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DAEs. However, it is generally agreed that the prob-lem of initialization remains a di�cult problem. Witha DAE not all x can be used for initial conditions. Itis often necessary to have initial values of x0, andsometimes estimates for higher derivatives of x.Most of the numerical methods for DAEs require thatthe systems have special structure, or have indices ofonly one or two. More general approaches have beenintroduced. One approach for the numerical integra-tion of general unstructured higher index DAEs isbeing developed based on the derivative array [8].There has been some previous work on the initializa-tion of special classes of DAEs [2, 14, 15]. In thispaper we examine the problem of computing initialvalues for the derivative array based general integra-tors. These methods are described briey in Section3 and will be referred to as general DAE integrators.There are other applications for these same computa-tions but they will be examined elsewhere. However,these other applications will inuence our choice ofapproaches to examine.In initialization we will not have good predictors forthe starting values so we need to consider a moreglobal iterative scheme. The globalization of itera-tive schemes has been well studied in the optimizationliterature and several choices are available [10, 13].However, the equations we consider, and the intendedapplication to initialization, has several special fea-tures. The equations we must solve are now well un-derstood near a solution.In this paper we report on some computational stud-ies designed to guide us in developing robust initial-ization software. We are interested in the practicalityof the proposed approach, examining di�erent com-putational strategies, and in investigating the typesof challenges posed by the special types of nonlinearequations that we must solve. Section 2 establishesp. 1



needed basic facts about higher index DAEs. Section3 describes the various types of general integratorsand how their initialization problems di�er. Section4 describes the special features of the initializationand integration problems that impact on choice ofequation solving method. The results of the compu-tational tests to date are in Section 5.2. HIGHER INDEX DAESIn general, the solution x(t) of (1) is known to de-pend on derivatives of the equations F . Suppose theDAE (1) is a system of m equations in the (2m+ 1)-dimensional variable (x0; x; t) and that Fx0 is alwayssingular. We also assume that F is su�ciently di�er-entiable in the variables (x0; x; t) so that all necessarydi�erentiations can be carried out. If (1) is di�eren-tiated k times with respect to t, we getF (x0; x; t) = 0...dkdtkF (x0; x; t) = 0:These (k + 1)m equations are called the derivativearray equations [5], and denotedG(z) = G(x0; w; x; t) = 0; (2)where w = [x(2); � � � ; x(k+1)], z = (x0; w; x; t).The (di�erentiation) index � of the DAE (1) is oftentaken to be the least integer k for which (2) uniquelydetermines x0 for consistent (x; t). If such a k exists,then x0 is a function of just (x; t) (for consistent (x; t))so that x0 = g(x; t). For general unstructured DAEs,the index is a more subtle concept than this de�nitionsuggests [4]. A DAE is called solvable if there existsa smooth manifold of solutions [1, 4]. Many prob-lems have a structure which allows one to di�erenti-ate some of the equations less than other equationsthereby reducing the size of (2). While we do so inpractice we will not indicate this reduced di�erentia-tion with our notation.3. GENERAL DAE INTEGRATORSWe shall assume that the DAE is a solvable DAE in amoderate number of variables and that formulas areknown for the equations making up the DAE. In thissection we describe two general approaches.A matrix C is 1-full with respect to a component x1of x if Cx = b uniquely determines x1 for consistentb. We assume throughout this paper that there is aninteger k such that the following assumptions hold.

(A1) Su�cient smoothness of G.(A2) Consistency of G = 0 as an algebraic equation.(A3) J = [ Gx0 Gw ] is 1-full with respectto x0 and has constant rank independent of(x0; w; x; t).(A4) J = [ Gx0 Gw Gx ] has full row rank inde-pendent of (x0; w; x; t).Conditions (A1){(A4) frequently hold in practice andare numerically veri�able using a combination of sym-bolic and numeric software [5].Implicit Coordinate Partitioning (ICP)It is often desirable to preserve constraints. One can-not just use the obvious projection to stay on thesolution manifold if the problem is unstructured. Analternative is developed in [8] that is similar in prin-ciple to the generalized coordinate partitioning usedin mechanics. However, we do not assume that anyof the constraints are known explicitly. Thus the co-ordinates must be picked in an implicit manner. Alsowe do not assume that the equations have any speci�cstructure such as being Euler-Lagrange equations. Abrief outline of this approach is the following.We take a partition of the state variables x = (x1; x2)so that eJ = [Gv Gw Gx1] (3)has full row rank where v = x0. The variables x2are used to parameterize the solution manifold lo-cally. De�ne the variables ez; ! by ez = ([x0; w]; x1) =(!; x1). Thus ez is everything but x2 and ! is ev-erything but x. Then Gez is not only 1-full withrespect to x0 but it is also full row rank by thechoice of x1. Thus Gez(ez; x2; t)TG(ez; x2; t) = 0 isequivalent to G(ez; x2; t) = 0. We may now use anymethod of �nding ez given (x2; t) which minimizesC(ez) = 12G(ez; x2; t)TG(ez; x2; t). We have chosen touse a Gauss-Newton iteration.Suppose then that we have a point (ez0; x20; t0) whereG(ez0; x20; t0) = 0 and our assumptions hold. Thenby [8] there is a partitioning such that the limit(x01�; x02�; w�; x�1) of the Gauss Newton iteration sat-is�es the fundamental equationsx01� = f1(x2; t) (4a)x02� = f2(x2; t) (4b)x�1 = h(x2; t) (4c)where f1; f2; h are de�ned by the limit of the iteration.One step of the integration of the DAE now goesas follows. Given xn�1 = (x1;n�1; x2;n�1) we ap-ply a multistep integrator to (4a){(4b) to get bxn =(bx1;n; bx2;n). A �nal function evaluation gives x0n =(x01;n; x02;n) and x1;n = h(bx2;n; tn). Then the valuep. 2



for xn is taken to be (x1;n; bx2;n). Thus xn lies on thesolution manifold and satis�es all constraints. Thisapproach will be referred to here as the implicit co-ordinate partitioning approach (ICP).Explicit Integration (EI)The explicit approach di�ers in several aspects fromICP. At a given value of (t; x) we hold x �xed and do aGauss-Newton with the Jacobian [Gv; Gw] instead of[Gv; Gw; Gx1]. This gives an ODE x0 = h(x; t) whichcan now be integrated by a standard integrator.Since the Jacobian is no longer full rank the linearalgebra requires a rank determination. Also there aresome subtleties with Jacobian reuse during integra-tion. The constraints are not explicitly reimposed sothat there can be drift o� the manifold. On the otherhand, the explicit approach does not require the mon-itoring of the local coordinates and thus is simpler toimplement and somewhat more robust than ICP.4. ALGORITHMIC ISSUESProblem FeaturesThe initialization of higher index DAEs has severalfeatures that need to be kept in mind in the develop-ing of numerical methods.One option of many ODE and DAE integrators is forthe user to specify an absolute error tolerance thatthe solution is to meet. In order to meet this errortolerance it is essential that the initial conditions befound to a given tolerance. This means that stoppingcriteria must both guarantee that we are near a suit-able initial condition and that the approximation iswithin a prescribed error tolerance. In particular, ourstopping criteria must insure both small residual andsmall steps.With initialization we expect to have very poor initialestimates of many of the initial values. Thus we needa robust global algorithm. We assume we are dealingwith equations which are known explicitly. By usingautomatic di�erentiation codes if necessary we canassume that exact up to round o� error Jacobiansare available at substantially less computational costthan that of one matrix factorization [6].It is fairly rare in our experience to just want an initialcondition. Usually there is a subset of the variableswhich are known, or for which we have good esti-mates. The number of these variables could be thesame, less than, or greater than the actual degreesof freedom in the solution. If these quantities areallowed to vary during the iteration, then the �nalinitial condition may have greatly changed in these

components. Thus we want to allow for the user tospecify a subset of the variables. We would like toget a single method that works for any reasonablespeci�cation by the user.With any DAE integrator one usually needs not onlyinitial values of x but also x0. However with either theEI approach or the ICP approach we have to initializethe entire w vector for the nonlinear equation solver.For a general unstructured problem, parts of the wvector will be arbitrary. We shall consider three sce-narios. The assumptions given on the Jacobians arebased on the theoretical results used in developing thegeneral integrators [5]. To simplify our notation welet u denote whichever variables are allowed to varyand we write G(u). The limit of the iteration is u�and J(u) = Gu(u).Scenario 1 (S1): We merely seek a solution ofthe derivative array equations. No components of zare assumed known. The Jacobian is full row rank ina neighborhood of u�.Scenario 2 (S2): A subset z2 of z is speci�ed.We assume that dim(z2) is less than the dimensionof the solution manifold of the DAE and that thez2 variables are a subset of local coordinates for thesolutions of G(z) = 0. The Jacobian is full row rankin a neighborhood of u�.Scenario 3 (S3): A subset z2 of z is speci�ed.We assume that dim(z2) is greater than the dimensionof the solution manifold of the DAE. The Jacobianis assumed constant rank in a neighborhood of thelimit point. However the Jacobian is neither full rownor full column rank. This scenario is also importantduring the integration of a DAE by the EI approach.We expect G(u�) will be small but possibly nonzero.There is a hybrid scenario where �rst a portion z1of the variables are kept constant and the remain-ing variables determined by an iteration. Then allof the variables are allowed to vary. This could bemodi�ed where in the �nal stage some of the z1 arestill �xed. The idea is to �rst reduce the error inthe less well known variables so that their \error" isthe same as the error of the better known variables.Prior experience has suggested that this is sometimesadvantageous [9]. However, we will not discuss thisapproach further here.We assume the Jacobian has constant rank in a neigh-borhood of u�. There is no reason to assume that Jhas constant rank during the iteration. The typicalsituation that we consider is that the Jacobian is con-stant rank throughout its domain except on certainlower dimensional manifolds. During the iteration wemay pass near, or land on, these manifolds. p. 3



Approaches ConsideredThere are three things to be decided for an iteration;what direction to move, �un, how far to move inthat direction, and how to terminate the iteration.Our iterations will take the formun+1 = un + �n�un (5)where 0 < �n � 1. In this paper we will terminate if�u and the residual kGk are less than tolerances EXand ER. EX is to insure su�cient accuracy in thesolution. ER is to prevent prematurely stopping theiteration.Gauss-Newton: The plain Gauss-Newton itera-tion uses �un = �Jy(un)G(un) and �n = 1:un+1 = un � Jy(un)G(un) (6)The theory for Gauss-Newton (like ordinary Newton'smethod) requires the starting value to be near the so-lution. The plain Gauss-Newton has performed rea-sonably well in our prior experiments with integra-tors. However, as to be expected, it performed verypoorly during our initialization tests with even mod-erately poor initial guesses.There are a variety of (minimization) algorithms andsome are being examined for use with DAEs. Forexample, Biegler is currently examining sequentiallinear programming (SLP) for chemical engineeringproblems [11]. However, there are several reasons forwanting to utilize a method based on a variant of theGauss-Newton iteration. One of the most importantfor us is that such a method is based on informationof the type that we are using in the DAE integrator.Also, in the numerical integrator it would be advan-tageous to have a more robust iteration. A good ini-tialization strategy might also prove bene�cial in ourintegrators if step size is being limited by the itera-tion needing good starting values. This could permitus to take larger time steps or to use lower order in-tegrators on higher index DAEs.There are many ways to pick �n in the damped GaussNewton: un+1 = un � �nJy(un)G(un) (7)We want the method to revert to plain Gauss New-ton near u�. We choose �n so that the value of ascalar test function Tn(u) decreases on the nth itera-tion. There are a variety of line search methods. Weinitially take �n = 1 and then halve �n untilkTn(un+1)k � (1� ��n)kTn(un)k (8)for a �xed �. The norm squared of the residual is onenatural choice of TnT [1]n (u) = GT (u)G(u) = kG(u)k2 (T1) (9)

There are several reasons to expect that a di�erenttest function might be better. First, because of theabsolute error tolerances on u� we do not want toterminate the iteration just on small residuals G(un).Also, we expect that the derivative array equationswill sometimes have nontrivial condition numbers andthere may be ill conditioning encountered during theiteration. Condition numbers of 104 or higher can beroutinely expected. The limit of the Gauss-Newtoniteration satis�es Jy(u�)G(u�) = 0. Bock and Deu-hard have suggested the test functionT [2]n (u) = kJy(un)G(u)k2 (T2) (10)The gradient of T [2]n (u) isrT [2]n (u) = G(u)T (Jy(un))TJy(un)J(u) (11)At the current point un we have that rT [2]n (un) isthe Gauss-Newton direction. Thus there is always a� � 1 which will cause T [2]n to decrease.Truncated Gauss Newton: If J = U�V is theSVD of J , let �� be � but with all singular valuesbelow � set to zero. De�ne J� = U��V and Jy� =(J�)y. Often one wants � greater than machine round-o� and below the smallest nonzero singular value ofJ(u�). This leads to the iterationun+1 = un � �nJy� (un)G(un) (12)In all our calculations involving singular values thesmall singular values are set to zero so we are alwaysusing a J� instead of J .Steepest Descent Residual Minimization:One could try to minimize the residual kG(u)k2 inthe direction of its gradient.un+1 = un � �nJT (un)G(un) (13)Levenberg-Marquardt: During the iterationone can encounter or pass close to singularities in therank of J . A classical way to handle singularities dur-ing an iteration is Levenberg-Marquardtun+1 = un � �n(�nI + JTJ)�1JTG(un) (14)with J evaluated at un and � ! 0 as un ! u�. IfJ(u�) has full row rank, then this method acts likeGauss Newton near u�. Away from u� it acts likeJyG in the direction of large singular values of J andlike 1�JT in the direction of small singular values ofJ . Because we have full row rank in Scenarios 1 and2 instead of column rank, the variantun+1 = un � �nJT (�nI + JJT )�1G(un) (15)is more appropriate. In the direction of large singularvalues of J , (14) acts like (13). p. 4



Proposition 1 Given the above de�nitions and as-sumptions:1. Jy(u)G(u) 6= 0 if and only if JT (u)G(u) 6= 0.2. Jy� (u)G(u) 6= 0 implies that Jy(u)G(u) 6= 0.3. Jy(un)G(un), JT (� + JJT )�1G, JT (un)G(un)are descent directions for (T1) and (T2) if anyone of them is nonzero.4. Jy�G is a descent direction for (1) and (T2) if itis nonzero.It is worth noting that Proposition 1 need not be trueif other types of generalized inverses are used.5. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTSIn order to get a feel for the behavior of these global-ization methods we have conducted a series of com-putational experiments. We will consider three testproblems which are taken from [6, 9, 8]. They rep-resent di�erent types of di�culties that can occur inapplications. The testing of additional larger exam-ples is underway.Test Problem 1. (Chemical Reactor): Thisis an index three DAE in 4 variables. Many, but notall of the terms are linear. All equations are di�eren-tiated 3 times so that G has 16 equations.Test Problem 2. (Shuttle): This is an indexthree DAE in 7 variables [1]. It has a Hessenbergstructure which generally helps the iteration. Theequations are highly nonlinear. In this example weexploit the Hessenberg structure of the equations anddi�erentiate equations from 1 to 3 times each. G has20 equations. It is known that there are two valuesof the control variable (bank angle �) that are closeto each other. Only � > 0 is physically correct.Test Problem 3. (Torus): This is an index 3DAE in 7 variables [8]. It is fully implicit. In addition,at di�erent times di�erent subsets of initial conditionscan be taken �xed since the solution winds around atorus. All equations are di�erentiated 3 times so thatG has 28 equations.ImplementationThe Jacobians were given by MAPLE generatedFORTRAN subroutines [6]. Our interest at this pointis in �nding which methods are the most robust andin examining problem behavior. Accordingly we com-pute JyG using an SVD. The cost of integrator initial-ization is amortized over the cost of performing theintegration which reduces the cost somewhat. How-ever, it is important to speed up the linear algebra in

any �nal code. We took � = 10�4 and � = 10�8 un-less stated otherwise. � is designed to ignore numer-ically zero singular values rather than to regularizean iteration with small, but nonzero, singular values.Also, EX = ER = 10�9. The tolerances were setso that we could examine the long run behavior ofthe iteration. For initialization one might well wantdi�erent EX and ER values.In our tests we started at a solution u�. We then gen-erated several random directions w scaled in a simi-lar manner to u� and took starting values at di�erentdistances in those directions. The initial point wasu� + 10�1w. Our intention was to examine the be-havior of the iteration and the e�ect of increasinglypoor initial guesses. We experimented with severalversions of Levenberg-Marquardt. Having � = 0 forsmall kGk worked best. In what follows we madethe simple choice of � = 10�4 if kGk > 10�4 oth-erwise � = 0. We also considered a test functionTn(u) = kJT (� + JJT )�1JTGk as well as T2. Thetest functions performed the same.Computational ResultsWe have run a large number of experimental runswith Scenario 1. Plain Gauss Newton, as expected,performed very poorly when we had poor initial start-ing values. It clearly is not practical for initialization.Not truncating small singular values when computingJyG led to convergence problems. On the other handan aggressive truncation strategy designed to performregularization near singularities was also less reliable.A small but numerically nonzero value worked best.We found that implementing Levenberg-Marquardtby forming (�I+JJT ), solving (�I+JJT )y = G, andthen letting �u = �JT y frequently converged muchmore slowly (or not at all) then computing an SVDof J = U�V and then letting �u = �V�T (�I +��T )�1UTG. One explanation is that there is toomuch loss of accuracy in the \normal equations" ver-sion of Levenberg-Marquardt.When the iterations converged the residual usuallymet its stopping criteria a few iterations before �udid. On the other hand, particularly with poor initialguesses, there were several examples where �u metthe tolerance but we did not have small residuals. Acombined stopping criteria appears to be required.In the remaining discussion P is undamped, D isdamped, GN is Gauss-Newton, LM is Levenberg-Marquardt, R is test function T1 and B is functionT2. An * T1 or T2. GN is any of the tested Gauss-Newton methods. Similarly for LM.On the chemical reactor problem for  = 0; 1; 2, GNconverged typically in 3, 4, and 5 iterations. LMp. 5



also converged but in 2 to 3 times as many itera-tions. However for  = 3, PGN often failed. DGN*converged more often. The same held for PLM andDLM*. For some starting values DGN* convergedwhile DLM* did not. The situation was reversed forother starting values.The shuttle problem is much less well conditionedwith singular values ranging from approximately 10�4to 104. LM often did not converge even for  = 0 or1. When it did converge it took 150-300 iterations.On the other hand GN took 5-7 iterations for  = 0and 15-35 iterations for  = 1. At  = 2, PGN oftenfailed while DGN* worked some times.For the torus problem, all the methods were essen-tially the same for  = 0; 1; 2, taking 4, 4-5, and6-9 iterations respectively. PGN failed at  = 3; 4.DGNR failed at  = 4. DGNB frequently convergedat  = 4 but failed sometimes. On the other handDLM* converged for  = 3; 4.Finally we considered S2 where some of the variableswere �xed. In this test we �xed �; �0 and VR in theshuttle problem. For technical reasons LM has notbeen run yet. At  = 1, GN converged in 11-13 iter-ations. However, DGNR failed at  = 2. The �xingof some entries had the desired a�ect of making theconverged to value closer to the perturbed from value.However, the Jacobian now has few columns. Whilethe Jacobian may still be full row rank it may be lesswell conditioned. An examination of the singular val-ues of J shows that this in fact occurs during thisiteration.Considerably more testing is needed with more exam-ples, especially larger dimensional ones, and at addi-tional u� values. However, the tests reported heresuggest several conclusions.6. CONCLUSIONSInitialization by solving the derivative array appearsto be a practical approach for moderately sized prob-lem especially if G and J are computed by auto-matic di�erentiation codes. As to be expected, somedamping strategy is needed. A damped Gauss New-ton method appears attractive. The �xing of certainknown values is advantageous but can have the a�ectof increasing the condition number of Jacobians andincreasing the likelihood of passing near singularities.The stopping criteria must enforce both small stepsand small residuals.An examination of the Jacobians during the itera-tions suggests that scaling may be important in some
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